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Transformation by patterns

ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a model-based approach for
developing interactive applications. In particular a tool for
deriving the navigational structure of the UI from task,
object, user and device models is introduced. The editor is
based on the XIML technology and allows simulations
considering temporal relations between task and design
decisions for the navigation dialogue.
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INTRODUCTION

Rapid development of user interfaces, as performed in the
course of prototyping, helps developers to understand the
functionality and facilitates the participation of users.
Interactive system development that takes into account the
work of end users has to comprise some representation of
this work. In order to develop software based on user tasks
and objects, several frameworks have been introduced. Our
approach is characterized by figure 1. It demonstrates that
the dialogue model and the application model have to be
based on the same analysis specification, which consists of
mutual related models of tasks, users, business objects and
devices.
Software development is considered as a sequence of
transformations mainly controlled by patterns. We already
developed a tool for transformations controlled by design
patterns [9]. It is our goal to develop similar tools for the
user interface design. This paper is focused on a tool
supporting the transformation from task models to dialogue
models which is intended to be supported by patterns later
on.
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Figure 1: Model-based software development process
TaO PRINCIPLES AND XIML FRAMEWORK

The XIML (eXtensible Interface Markup Language) [16] is
a framework for specifying models for interactive systems.
It allows the description of tasks, objects, users and devices
as well as the description of user interfaces.
From our point of view it was fascinating to represent our
ideas of models by XIML specifications. This was possible
without problems because XIML allows introducing
relations between different model elements. One can
introduce relations between classes of the task model and
classes of the domain model. (Here domain model is once
again used as business-object model in our terminology.)
For instance the “task_has_artefact” relation is a binary
relation between a task and an object. In the same way
tools can be attached to tasks.
It was also possible to allow more general temporal
relations for tasks [21] than usually used. Relations
between tasks at different levels of hierarchy are possible.
At first a tool was developed to read an XIML file, to
present different views for tasks, users and objects and to
allow an animation according to scenarios.

Figure 2: Start situation of animating a XIML
model for percolating coffee

Basic tasks (in rectangular boxes) can be executed from the
view point of tasks, users and domain objects. The attached
artefacts, the tools, the role, and the involved temporal
relations can be seen on the right hand side.
The screen shot of figure 3 portrays a situation after filling
water into the tank. There is only one basic task that can be
performed. Due to the temporal relations this is “Remove
old filter”. This can be checked by having a look at the
temporal relations displayed on the screen under “All
Temp. Dependencies”.
This first experiment demonstrated the opportunities of
XIML and pushed the idea of using task models for
requirements analysis and design. In the next section we
will demonstrate how the design of navigation dialogues
can be supported.

Figure 4: Start situation of animating a XIML
model of an electronic shop.
DESIGNING DIALOGUES

There are different strategies to design the dialogue model.
Janus [2] uses information mainly from the object model,
but most approaches are based on tasks. Teresa [3] follows
an idea of grouping tasks based on preconditions, which
allows an automatic generation of dialogue models. Using
our method of explicitly designing a dialogue graph
an alternative strategy by designing a very abstract user
interface can be employed. The software developer has to
decide which tasks are grouped together in one view and
how the transition from one view to another one is
specified. Views can simply be considered as a group of
elements.
A dialogue graph consists of dialogue views and
transitions. There are five types of dialogue views and two
types of transition views, which are presented by Figure 8.

Transition types:
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Dialogue view types:
single
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Figure 5: Elements of a dialogue graph
Figure 3: Situation during animation

Figure 4 presents the screen shot of an animation of a task
model for a simple electronic shop. It displays the
hierarchical structure and the temporal relations of tasks.
This task model is the basis for designing a navigation
dialogue later on in figure 6.

In contrast to sequential transition a concurrent transition
means that both views are still visible. Based on these
assumptions the idea emerged to develop an editor that
allows manipulating such graphs by attaching tasks to
transactions and to views. (If a task is attached to a view no
transition takes place by executing this task).

DIALOGUE GRAPH EDITOR

This editor is able to read and write a file specifying task,
user and object models as XIML specification. A
representation of dialogue graphs was developed as well.

In the following we will look at an example of a dialog
graph for a mailing system containing a multiple view.

On the left hand side of figure 6, the task model is visible.
It is the task model of figure 3. For this model a dialogue
graph was designed, which is presented on the right hand
side. One node is characterized as starting point. This
characterization is represented by a traffic light.

In figure 8 it is specified that there is a concurrent
transition and a sequential transitions between the views
“Window Mail List” and “Window Mail”. Assuming view
“Window Mail List” is active. By selecting a mail (Select
and open mail) a concurrent transition is executed. A view
“Window Mail” appears and view “Window Mail List”
stays visible. A sequential transition (e.g. initiated by
“Close mail”) results in a disappearing of the view which is
the origin of the transition (e.g. “Window Mail”).

By selecting a task (e.g. create shop) and a transition (e.g.
sequential) a transition can be specified by drawing a line
between to nodes. In this way a task is attached to a
transition.

“Window Mail” is a multiple view. That means that the
concurrent transitions to this view have to be object-based.
For each object (in our example for each mail) an own
view is dynamically created.

With this editor it is possible to develop different dialogue
graphs for the same task model. Practically all models can
be stored together into one single XIML file.

Figure 6: Dialogue graph editor

Clicking on the traffic light can animate the dialogue graph.
A new window appears containing all visible views. Figure
7 demonstrates a special situation during the animation.
Two views (“Main view” and “Search view”) are visible.
At this moment the view “Search view” is active but only
the task “enter_serach_criterion” can be executed. Thus,
the animation does not only consider specification from the
dialogue model itself but it interprets temporal relations
from task model as well. By clicking on the “Main view”
button this view will become active and all active task are
presented by active buttons.

Figure 8: Dialog graph for a mailing system

The specification of figure 8 can be animated as well.
Figure 9 displays a screenshot taken after performing twice
“Select and open mail”.

Figure 9: Example of multiple views

Figure 7: Animated dialogue graph editor

In figure 8 there is no task model visible for the dialog
graph. Indeed there is no task model attached to the dialog
graph.

At the moment task models are not able to specify the all
necessary behaviour. If “Select and open mail” is specified
as iterative task, reading of one mail has to be finished
before the next mail can be read. Recursion might help to
solve the problem but the definition of a kind of “instance
iteration” operator seems to be more usable.
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